Dynamics of collinear contrast facilitation are consistent with long-range horizontal striate transmission.
It is well established that activity of striate neurons may be either facilitated or suppressed by visual stimuli presented outside of their classical receptive field (CRF) limits. Whilst two general mechanisms have been identified as candidates for these contextual effects; those based on extra-striate feedback and long-range horizontal striate connections; the physiological data supporting these models is both ambiguous and inconsistent. Here we investigate psychophysically the phenomenon of collinear facilitation, in which contrast detection thresholds for foveally presented Gabor stimuli are reduced via concurrent presentation of remote collinear flankers. Using backward noise masking, we demonstrate that the minimum exposure duration required to induce facilitation increases monotonically with greater target-flanker separation. The inferred cortical propagation velocities of this process (0.10-0.23 ms(-1)) closely correspond with depolarising activity observed to travel across striate cortex of several species. These dynamics strongly suggest that contrast facilitation is mediated via long-range horizontal striate connections. This conclusion complements a recent suggestion that collinear induced long-range suppressive dynamics depend on extra-striate feedback.